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Abstract  

Cities are particularly vulnerable to meteorological hazards because of the concentration of 

population, goods, capital stock and infrastructure. Urban climate services require multi-disciplinary 

and multi-sectorial approaches and new approaches in urban climate modelling. This paper classifies 

the required urban input data for both mesoscale state-of-the-art Urban Canopy Models (UCMs) and 

microscale Obstacle Resolving Models (ORM) into five categories and reviews the ways in which they 

can be obtained. The first two categories are (1) land cover, and (2) building morphology. These 

govern the main interactions between the city and the urban climate and the Urban Heat Island. 

Interdependence between morphological parameters and UCM geometric hypotheses are 

discussed. Building height, plan and wall area densities are recommended as the main input 

variables for UCMs, whereas ORMs require 3D building data. Recently, three other categories of 

urban data became relevant for finer urban studies and adaptation to climate change: (3) building 

design and architecture, (4) building use, anthropogenic heat and socio-economic data, and (5) 

urban vegetation data. Several methods for acquiring spatial information are reviewed, including 

remote sensing, geographic information system (GIS) processing from administrative cadasters, 

expert knowledge and crowdsourcing. Data availability, data harmonization, costs/efficiency trade-

offs and future challenges are then discussed. 

 

1) Introduction 

1.1 Brief overview of urban atmospheric modelling  

Cities are particularly vulnerable to meteorological hazards because of the concentration of 

population, goods, capital stock and infrastructure. In addition, they create their own urban micro-

climate because they have a strong influence on the local meteorology (Oke et al., 2017). For 

example, heat waves, enhanced locally by the so-called 'Urban Heat Island' (UHI), can increase 

mortality rates in cities (Fouillet et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2010). Large cities can also interact with local 



mesoscale flows, e.g., through intensification of the sea-breeze front due to thermal effects (Freitas 

et al., 2007), or, in contrast, they can slow down breezes due to enhanced friction (von Glasow et al., 

2013). Urban climate also impacts the energy use of domestic heating and air conditioning (Ohashi 

et al., 2007; Santamouris et al., 2015; Kohler et al., 2016), which, in turn, enhances the UHI due to 

the associated heat release (de Munck et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2018). Thunderstorm activity can 

either be concentrated in different parts of the city or be enhanced above or downstream of the city 

(Shepherd, 2005). In such a complex multi-dimensional and multi-objective decision environment, 

pertinent and clear, decision-relevant information is indispensable for stakeholders, e.g., for fine-

scale weather forecasting in cities during sporting events (Joe et al., 2017) or for urban planning 

(Hidalgo et al., 2018). 

Numerical modelling has become a useful tool for analyzing detailed urban meteorology and to 

design urban climate services, e.g., to evaluate risks or benefits of urban planning or adaptation 

strategies. To simulate urban climate, atmospheric models need to have an adequate representation 

of the influence of the city on the exchanges with the atmosphere above. This is done using Urban 

Canopy Models (UCMs). These UCMs (such as Masson, 2000; Kusaka et al., 2001; Martilli et al., 2002; 

Lee and Park, 2008; Lemonsu et al., 2012; Schubert et al., 2012; Wouters et al., 2016) are surface 

schemes that aim to represent the energy, water and momentum exchanges between the urban 

surface and the atmosphere. They are often based on a simplified description of the 3D shape of the 

city, e.g., for mesoscale modelling, the ‘urban canyon’ approximation is often used. Masson (2006) 

describes several types of UCM according to their degree of complexity and realism, and Grimmond 

et al. (2010, 2011) further classify each physical component of these schemes, underlining the need 

for data to describe the city. When going to the microscale, individual buildings are explicitly 

resolved by Obstacle Resolving Models (ORMs) (Krayenhoff et al., 2015; Resler et al., 2017; Salim et 

al., 2018). These ORMs create a high demand for detailed input data.  

1.2 Scale issues: mesoscale and microscale 

Mesoscale UCMs require suitable surface input data to provide reliable boundary conditions for 

atmospheric models. The relevant and necessary spatial scale of these input data, however, strongly 

depends on a) the atmospheric scale to be investigated, and b) the scale and level of detail of the 

UCM applied. For mesoscale applications, this ranges from estimations of the roughness length as a 

first order approximation of the friction due to urban canopies (Grimmond and Oke, 1999), to the 

more advanced street canyon approach (e.g. Masson, 2006; Schubert et al., 2012), which requires 

the determination of typical canyon parameters at the grid cell size of the atmospheric model. Note 

that canyon here encompasses both impervious (e.g., roads, sidewalks, car parks, etc.) and pervious 

(e.g., vegetated) areas. For mesoscale models, this might be at the kilometer down to the 

hectometer scale. However, for microscale models that operate at the meter scale, individual 

elements in the urban canopy layer such as buildings, streets and trees are resolved explicitly. 

Today, urban microscale models such as PALM/PALM-4U (Maronga et al., 2015, 2019a,b) are able to 

simulate city quarters at a grid spacing of 1 m and entire cities at 10 m. It is obvious that such fine 

grid spacing requires the input data to have a different level of detail. Moreover, many typical 

parameters that would normally be derived must be replaced by the actual conditions of individual 

urban structures, such as specific buildings or tree configurations in streets and parks. The building 

envelope is then no longer represented by a simple street canyon but by individual surface elements 

that - as in reality - have different insulation, window fraction, surface albedos, and which cast 

shadows on each other. The high relevance of this information has been highlighted by Resler et al. 

(2017) in a systematic sensitivity study of material parameters, where the sensitivity of the modelled 

surface temperature reached up to 5°C with a variation in the surface albedo by ± 0.2. This paper 



illustrates that different data acquisition strategies and data sources are required to fulfill the 

individual requirements of numerical models.  

1.3 Coverage issues: from city-scale to global modelling 

Urban climate studies have been traditionally focused on the analysis of energy exchange and 

turbulent processes using field campaigns or they have investigated the spatial distribution of the 

temperature field from meteorological stations (Arnfield, 2003). Almost all of these studies have 

focused on a specific site or on a given city where the physical description of the city was done 

locally. This tendency has continued with the arrival of UCMs in the early 2000s, and weather 

forecasting models that cover countrywide areas with UCMs (Seity et al., 2011) are now operational. 

There is now more common use of atmospheric models for urban climate studies, and even recently, 

the development of regional and global climate models (Oleson et al., 2011) with UCMs. This 

underlines the necessity to have homogeneous descriptions and methods for producing urban 

parameters at a fine resolution - typically one or a few urban blocks. This should be done in 

comparable ways for a set of representative cities for scientific studies, and ideally worldwide. 

The objective of this paper is to categorize the urban parameters needed for UCMs and then to 

discuss their availability and acquisition. We start with a high-level categorization of 5 major types as 

follows: 

● Land use and land cover; 

● Morphological parameters; 

● Architectural parameters; 

● Socio-economic parameters and building use; and 

● Urban vegetation. 

 

For each type, several possible ways to obtain spatially explicit parameters are presented and 

discussed. The final section considers the availability and access to the data, the quality of such data 

sets and the associated trade-offs between them. 

1.4 Fit for purpose 

The requirements for these urban parameters will depend on the purpose of each study. Before 

detailed information is provided on how to obtain these parameters, it is important to stress that for 

some applications, it may not be necessary to invest, either time or money, into the construction of 

detailed maps of all parameters. The evaluation of the sensitivity of the model results on the 

accuracy of the input urban parameters is out of the scope of this paper. However, some guidance 

may still be given. Table 1 presents the type of parameters that are most crucial for several types of 

applications. From a broad point of view, the higher the spatial resolution, the more detailed 

parameters are required. However, the specific scope of a study, which could be, for example, the 

modelling of pollutant emissions from domestic heating or the quantification of human thermal 

comfort, will have a large influence on which input parameters are the most relevant.  

 

 



 

 

Table 1 : Parameters needed in order of priority depending on the purpose.  

 

In current meso and microscale model applications, it is possible, and even common, to only use a 

map of land use/land cover to completely initialize all the other parameters. This is done through 

look-up tables that assign uniform values to each morphological (e.g., building height, building 

density) or other parameter depending on the land cover type (e.g., higher and denser buildings in 

“dense urban” compared to “suburban”). This is defined as the ‘indirect method’ in Figure 1. 

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and its direct application to provide meteorological forcing to 

Air Quality (AQ) models applied at a kilometric scale typically relies on such look-up tables. This 

assumes that at a spatial scale of 1 km x 1km, details on the urban structure are of minor relevance 

for weather forecasting and air quality modelling. However, to fully benefit from an increased 

horizontal resolution (e.g. 100 m) of NWP and AQ models, and to be able to simulate fine-scale 

impacts (see Table 1), it is recommended that a fine scale description of the urban parameters is 

provided, with a priority to be given to the morphological parameters. This requires employing 

‘direct methods’ using ancillary data (e.g., remote sensing or building cadasters) to compute these 

parameters. A summary of these direct methods is provided in Figure 1, and they are (briefly) 

presented throughout this article for each of the 5 types of parameters. 

 

   

                                                 Parameter 

 

 

Purpose 

Land use/cover classes 
- meso-scale: 

at neighborhood scale 

(e.g. LCZ) 

 

- micro-scale: 

urban elemental objects  

(e.g. buildings, roads) 

Morphology 

 
incl. height, 
building & 

(im)pervious 
fractions… 

Architecture Socio-economy & 

uses 

Vegetation 

description 
 

(Type, LAI,…) 

At meso-scale      

1km-res NWP & climate models x (at neighborhood scale)     

100m res NWP x x    

      

Forcing of AQ models x     

Forcing of & interactive emissions  

of buildings for AQ models  

x x x x  

At micro-scale      

1m-res Building resolving modelling x (urban objects) x   Leaf Area Density 

Radiative effects, shadows x x Albedo (incl. 
Windows) 

 Leaf Area Density 

Flow modification x x   Leaf Area Density 

Development of parameterizations 

for urban climate processes 

x x Possibly 
(e.g. energy 
balance) 

Possibly  
(e.g. traffic induced 
turbulence) 

Possibly  
(e.g. pollutants 
dispersion) 

At both micro and meso-scales      

Outdoor heat-stress quantification x x Albedo (incl. 
Windows) 

 x 

Indoor heat-stress and Energy 

consumption quantification 

x x x x  

CO2 fluxes in urban areas x x x x x  

Urban hydrology modelling x Coverage 

fractions 
  x 



 

Figure 1: Overview of the methods to provide the parameters 

 

 

 

2) Land use and land cover classes 

2.1 Description of the parameters and their relevance  

The physical and biophysical cover of the Earth strongly modifies the momentum, energy and water 

fluxes of the atmosphere above. The sensible heat flux is generally enhanced above impervious 

surfaces, while evapotranspiration by soil and plants will favor latent heat fluxes. Drastic spatial 

heterogeneity in land use and hence on land cover, like that which happens in coastal cities in sea 

breeze conditions, can significantly influence the entire boundary layer above a city when compared 

to a continental city. Therefore, the mapping of urban, vegetation and water cover is essential and 

can be further refined, depending on the model requirements. The class ‘water’ can, for example, be 

separated into sea, rivers, lakes, and ponds. Vegetation is often separated into high and low 

vegetation (see section 6 for further discussion).   

Currently, there is no global data set on the urban tissue that can directly provide the most relevant 

parameters for UCMs (e.g., plan area, building density, building height, etc.). Instead, such 

parameters are derived from available land cover products using the relevant classes and a set of 

heuristics. There are two common ways to estimate the required parameters. The first option is to 

provide a map of each required parameter to the model. This approach is described in sections 3 to 

Land cover / land use classes (§2)

Morphology (§3) Architecture (§4) Socio-economics & building use (§5)

Vegetation characteristics (§6)

Vegetation and 
soil classes

Urban classes
(neighborhood scale)

Water

road, pervious, 
impervious and 

building 
fractions

Mesoscale 
Buildings’ 

aggregated 
information

Microscale
3D building 

shape

Methods: 

- Remote-sensing

- From land registries

- Radar remote sensing

- Stereo photogrametry

- From 2.5D building 

databases

- Deep learning from

photographs

Methods: 

- Remote-sensing

- From land registries

- Lidar Remote-sensing

- 3D building databases
Legend on Methods to provide the parameters:
Indirect method from another parameter:
Direct    method from ancillary source of data:      - italic text

Methods: 

- expertise/literature on 

construction practices

- Image processing

- crowdsourcing

Building type

Architecture, 
Materials…

Building use Population density,
Occupancy & uses

Methods: 

- From inventories and census

- Crowdsourcing

Methods: 

- Remote-sensing (Lidar, NDVI, …)

- From land registries

- In-situ observations

Build up and impervious classes
(micro-scale)



6. However, it is generally impossible to have such a fine description for all of the UCM parameters 

for any given city of investigation. Therefore, the second option must be used for parameters that 

are unavailable, which is to employ land cover maps. Existing land cover products, e.g., produced 

automatically from remote sensing imagery, are of crucial interest since they usually identify urban 

areas. However, they can also be used to estimate all the other parameters related to morphology, 

architecture, the social and economic environment and vegetation, by using a lookup table, 

particularly when other sources of information are lacking (or not used). 

At meso-scale, the absolute minimum information is to have at least one class called “urban” within 

the land cover map, and to assign uniform values to this class for all urban model parameters across 

the globe. Most databases used in atmospheric models, even recent ones, have only one urban 

class. Depending on the model requirements and the available data, the urban class can be refined 

in several ways. For example, it can be separated into different urban densities, which commonly 

refers to the density of the buildings although population density would be an alternative method. 

These classes typically use either the land use or land cover (and often both) to describe the city at 

the neighborhood scale. 

Examples of global land cover maps with one single urban class are the satellite-based GlobCover 

(300 m, one class ‘artificial surfaces and associated areas’; Arino et al., 2008), MODIS Land Cover 

(500 m, one class ‘urban and built-up land’; Friedl et al., 2010), the ESA-CCI (300 m; one class ‘urban 

areas’; Bontemps et al., 2013) and GlobeLand30 (30 m, one class ‘artificial surfaces’; Chen et al., 

2015). Several regional and global initiatives have been undertaken to gather a more detailed 

description of the urban tissue. An example is the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) LABEL 

product (38 m resolution; Pesaresi et al., 2013, 2016). This data set distinguishes roads, built-up 

areas with different densities (very light/light/medium/strong) and for the strongly built-up areas, 

the building height (low rise/medium rise/high rise/very high rise). Congalton et al. (2014) and 

Grekousis et al. (2015) review a large number of global and regional land cover products. A (non-

exhaustive) overview of global and regional land cover data sets that are suitable for urban climate 

modelling is provided in Appendix 1.  

The deployment of the Local Climate Zone (LCZ) typology (Stewart and Oke, 2012, Figure 2) 

standardizes the way that UCM parameters are described. This typology aims to characterize the 

urban tissue and induce urban climate heterogeneity at the neighborhood scale (typically ≥ 1 km2). 

LCZs represent urban areas that are relatively homogeneous in their type of urbanization. They 

represent either the rural landscape (in seven classes: dense or scattered trees, bushes, low plants, 

bare soil, bare rock, water) or the urban landscape, more specifically, in ten classes (compact or 

open high-rise buildings, compact or open mid-rise buildings, compact, open or sparse low-rise 

buildings, large low-rise buildings, heavy industry, lightweight low-rise buildings). LCZs are provided 

with ranges of values for a few UCM parameters, which are the sky view factor, the aspect ratio, the 

mean building height, the terrain roughness class, the building, pervious and impervious surface 

fractions, the overall thermal admittance and albedo, and the anthropogenic heat flux. This 

approach aims to be ‘universal’, i.e., with limited cultural bias, which means that it can be applied to 

cities worldwide. LCZs are intended to represent areas that have, independently of other geographic 

or topographic factors, a homogeneous local thermal climate. A few experimental campaigns, such 

as Houet and Pigeon (2011) using fieldwork, air temperature measurements and surface 

temperature satellite images, or Leconte et al. (2017) with an instrumented car, have confirmed that 

this assumption is correct. For ORMs, however, the above data sets and approaches are not 

sufficient as the urban canopy must be described explicitly. 



At micro-scale, much finer spatial details are necessary for describing the urban surface. Contrary to 

the land use and land cover classes that represent the city at the neighborhood scale, here it is 

necessary to describe the elemental objects of the city individually. Another approach is to describe 

the urban land cover by its components, thus mapping urban objects such as buildings, paved 

surfaces (roads, etc.) and meadows, which is a typical approach for ORMs.  

 

 

Figure 2: LCZ classification scheme. Left: LCZ description (source: Stewart and Oke 2012); right: vector 

based LCZ map of Toulouse, France at urban block scale produced using a building registry. 

 

2.2 Methodologies to gather land cover data 

2.2.1. Remote sensing methods 

Remote sensing is a convenient tool for land cover mapping. It can cover large areas at once, allow 

comparable mapping across different cities, and the data sets can be updated quite easily. However, 

several aspects need to be considered when selecting a suitable sensor. The spatial resolution and 

the classification scheme need to be defined. When more classes need to be considered, then the 

remote sensing data will need more spectral and spatial detail. A suitable classification scheme for 

remote sensing applications for urban climate is the Vegetation, Impervious and Soil (V-I-S) approach 

by Ridd (1995), which also addresses the mixtures of land cover within one pixel. Often the 

impervious surface is separated into a high and a low albedo class (Lu and Weng, 2006), especially at 

higher spatial resolutions (Yang and He, 2017). The V-I-S approach has, for example, been applied to 

UHI mapping and surface temperature studies (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016).  

With higher spatial and spectral resolution, more classes can be distinguished, such as buildings and 

pavements (e.g. Thomas et al., 2003) up to material mapping with high resolution hyperspectral 

remote sensing data (Heldens et al., 2017). Once the classification scheme has been determined, a 

suitable sensor can be selected. For spatial resolutions coarser than 10 m, many satellite systems are 

available. Depending on the sensor, the data can often be obtained for free. Spatial resolutions of 

less than 10 m require high resolution imagery, which is often not freely available. In addition to 

satellite data, airborne sensors can also be used. Based on the classification scheme and the remote 



sensing data, the classification method is then selected. Generally, supervised and unsupervised 

methods are available. An overview of land cover mapping techniques is addressed by Lu and Weng 

(2007) or Ban et al. (2015).  

For high resolution data, object-based classification techniques can be used (Ma et al., 2017). 

Considerable research efforts are being directed towards developing and improving machine 

learning techniques, and they are especially promising for complex classification tasks (Maxwell et 

al., 2018).  

A land cover classification approach that has been developed specifically for urban climate 

applications is the World Urban Database and Access Portal Tools (WUDAPT) project. This is an 

initiative started by the community of urban climatologists (Bechtel et al., 2015; Ching et al., 2018), 

which proposes a common methodology for producing LCZ raster maps using supervised 

classification of satellite images. Some large areas have already been covered at a 100 m resolution, 

such as China and Europe. 

2.2.2. From vector topographical databases and land registries 

In addition to remotely sensed imagery, vector-formatted information about the urban built 

environment and human activities in cities is a useful resource for mapping land cover (and to derive 

parameters for UCMs). Typical sources of such vector data are local, national or European public 

agencies (e.g., planning agencies, mapping or statistical institutes, land and property registries, 

Eurogeographics, which is a consortium of national mapping agencies producing European 

products), private companies (e.g., real estate brokers, environmental services companies, 

transportation consultants), international organizations (e.g., the European Environment Agency, 

the European Commission’s EUROSTAT agency and the thematic data banks of the World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, or the United Nations), and crowdsourced initiatives such as 

OpenStreetMap1 (OSM). OSM is an initiative in which volunteers contribute to a global map of the 

world (Mooney and Minghini, 2017). 

One method to extract land use information from vector data sets is to combine cadaster plans of 

land plots and buildings with the information that is registered about these geographical entities in, 

e.g., taxation, planning permits, or ownership records. GIS (or AutoCad) software can be used to 

develop combined data sets that represent urban land patches and built structures in very high 

spatial resolution together with detailed information about their uses, which can then be 

transformed into land use maps. Another method is to use the vector polygons of building footprints 

and other man-made structures contained in the aforementioned data sets to “tag” those pixels in 

existing land cover maps as “urban” when these footprints and structures are encountered (see e.g. 

Jantz et al., 2004). This provides the possibility of creating more detailed urban classes since building 

footprints often contain information on their type and use. Similar to the above, a third method is to 

access spatial data services, e.g. the OSM query service or national portals to request semantic 

information about particular coordinate points or polygons. The semantic information can include 

the type of human activity reported for a specific structure, e.g., recreation, shopping, dining, etc., or 

the general category to which a structure is classified, e.g., residential, commercial, government, etc. 

This approach can be used to develop land use maps or enhance existing land cover maps (Olbricht, 

2015; Boeing, 2017). Such methods using administrative cadasters have been used to map LCZs by 

Kotharkar and Bagade (2018) for Nagpur in India, Geletič and Lehnert (2016) for three cities in the 

Czech Republic, by Zheng et al. (2018) in Hong Kong and for French cities by Hidalgo et al. (2019) 

                                                           
1 http://www.openstreetmap.org/ 



(Figure 2). UCMs with a grid resolution finer than 25 m require more detailed land cover/land use 

data. In Germany there are area-wide cadasters available as ALKIS (Official Real Estate Cadastre) and 

ATKIS (Official Topographic Information System), which provide land cover and land use data at 

different scales. These systems are updated and validated every year. Comparable products exist in 

every European country. The INSPIRE directive aims to reuse such national data for monitoring 

European environmental activities and to design European policies in order to have more 

consistency between the local and European levels. To achieve this goal, a federated workflow for 

such content has been designed, and every country must publish data produced by legally mandated 

organizations through web services according to interoperable specifications at the European level. 

OSM might also be used as a data source at this high resolution although the quality differs largely 

across different areas. However, the quality is sufficient as an input to ORMs and UCMs in densely 

populated areas, especially with regard to the building footprints.  

2.2.3. Data fusion 

The data required on land cover or land use can often not be represented with sufficient accuracy by 

one of the aforementioned data sets alone. A good alternative is to combine multiple data sets to 

improve the resulting information layer. Such a data fusion approach can, for example, rely on signal 

processing techniques to merge different spectral signatures to yield materials information, on 

photogrammetric techniques to merge data with different angles to obtain 3D information, or on 

advanced GIS operations to combine different spatial formats (i.e., raster, vector and tables). For 

example, GIS information can be combined with remotely sensed information as proxies for 

parameters. This approach can be used to derive highly detailed land use and building use 

information by associating temporal, spatial and spectral information patterns to particular human 

activities, often with the help of deep learning algorithms (Ebert et al., 2009; Ghaffarian et al., 2018). 

It is very important, however, to have good information about the quality of each data set, as they 

might contain the same information with different qualities or spatial resolutions. 

 

3) Morphological parameters 

3.1 Description of the parameters and their relevance 

Morphological parameters allow the 3D aspect of the city to be described, and they influence the 

momentum as well as radiative exchange, with shadowing and multiple reflections between 

buildings, leading to infrared radiation trapping (especially during nighttime). Furthermore, the 3D 

character of buildings increases the volume covered by solid materials and the amount of surface 

area that is in direct contact with the atmosphere. The 3D character of cities, and the thermal 

properties of construction materials, favor the storage of heat inside the urban canopy. Both aspects 

are the main physical reasons leading to the development of the nocturnal UHI. At the microscale, 

these processes are simulated by the explicit interactions between individual buildings. In order to 

represent them in ORMs, detailed information on the 2D and 3D urban structure is needed at a 

decameter to meter scale. The relevant morphological parameters here are the 3D building 

configuration, i.e., the information regarding which grid volumes are covered by built-up structures, 

including thoroughfares and bridges, and 2D maps of the surface configuration regarding impervious 

(roads, footways, parking lots, etc.) and pervious surfaces (water, vegetation, soil). At the mesoscale, 

these parameters are statistically aggregated into indicator values. Many indicators exist, some of 

which may be retrieved by combination with others. For mesoscale UCMs, typical morphological 

parameters that should be produced are described in Table 2. 



 

 

Parameters Comments  

building fraction λp Surface of buildings Sbld, seen from above divided by the 

horizontal surface of the urban area under consideration, Shor 

pervious and road fraction Idem, for pervious and road/impervious surfaces 

wall density  λw Ratio between the surface of walls in contact with the 

atmosphere, Sw, and the horizontal urban surface, λw=Sw/Shor 

mean building height, h This is, along with λp, the key parameter needed by all UCMs. 

σh Standard deviation of the building height 

roughness length z0 While this is fundamentally an aerodynamic parameter 

describing the air flow above a surface, it is classically estimated 

from the structure of the surface below. There are many ways to 
estimate the roughness length mathematically in cities 

(Grimmond and Oke, 1999). Strictly speaking, the roughness 

length is only applicable for uniform homogeneous surfaces, but 

due to lack of alternatives, it is often also applied to 

heterogeneous surfaces and buildings. 

h/w and Ψ Canyon aspect ratio (building height divided by the canyon 

width, h/w) and sky view factor Ψ, which describes the 

compactness of the city. 

Frontal area density, λf λf is the surface of walls facing the wind normalized by the 

horizontal surface. λf < λw. It depends on the wind direction. 

 

Table 2: Typical morphological parameters used by UCMs 

 

In multi-layer models with intersecting atmospheric layers (Martilli et al., 2002; Hamdi and Masson, 

2008), the friction is simulated using a drag coefficient approach. For this purpose, λf which 

describes the vertical arrangement between buildings, is often coupled with λp, because together 

they represent the nature of the breathability between the canopy and the atmosphere. 

The canyon aspect ratio (h/w) and sky view factor Ψ describe the ability of the city to trap the 

radiation. A large h/w (small Ψ) ratio favors the storage heat flux while a low sky view factor reduces 

longwave radiation loss at night, but also reduces shortwave gain during the day.  



3.2 Links between morphological parameters 

In reality, the variety in the urban tissue and the arrangement between buildings of diverse shapes 

can lead to various combinations of parameters for a given area (either a grid mesh of the model, or 

an LCZ or urban block). In other words, all of these parameters can be mapped independently.  

However, when using morphological parameters in mesoscale UCMs, they assume a simplified 

geometry. This implies: (1) that the UCMs cannot simulate all of the internal variability of the urban 

tissue, and (2) that these morphological parameters are no longer independent. This means that one 

cannot specify many of them independently using fine scale data without violating the physics and 

energy conservation within the UCM. This is why model developers have to identify: (1) which 

parameters are absolutely necessary; (2) which can be deduced from others (but could be estimated 

independently if the data are available); and, (3) which must be, in order to conserve the consistency 

of the UCM, deduced from others. 

Parameters entering in momentum flux parameterizations are generally in the second category. 

Building heights, or λf and λp, can be used to define the roughness length (Grimmond and Oke, 1999) 

and drag coefficients (Santiago and Martilli, 2010). All parameters can also be used freely for 

diagnostic purposes, e.g. fine-scale maps of Ψ can be used for human comfort evaluation at several 

places within the canyon (or more generally the city), even if they are not used directly as an input 

to the UCM for the calculation of the surface energy balance. However, when energy balances of 

individual surfaces (such as roofs, walls, roads, vegetation) are considered, some parameters can no 

longer be independently specified from the others. Most UCMs are based on the canyon hypothesis, 

which assumes that there is an infinitely long street canyon, bordered by two walls of identical 

height. This produces some relationships between morphological parameters that cannot be 

considered independently any more. Energy conservation is governed by the amount of each surface 

in contact with the atmosphere, and radiative exchanges by how the surfaces ‘see’ each other. In 

the infinite canyon geometry, this implies, for the normalized wall surface λw, that the canyon aspect 

ratio h/w, the plan area density (or building fraction) λp, and the sky view factor in the middle of the 

street Ψ (from Noilhan, 1981) can be expressed as follows: 

 λw = 2 (1-λp) h/w (1) 

 Ψ = [ (h/w)2 + 1 ]1/2 – h/w  (2) 

This means that when maps of λp, λw, Ψ and h/w are available, only two of them should be used for 

the calculation of the UCM energy balance. Therefore, the two recomputed parameters would not 

be coherent with the actual city data. Hogan (2018) has explored another geometric hypothesis 

based on an exponential distribution of road widths, and has shown that the induced relationships 

between morphological parameters can also be computed using only λp, λw and the building height. 

Given (1) the difficulty in defining what a canyon width (w) is for a heterogeneous real urban tissue, 

or where to define the middle of the road required to calculate Ψ, and (2) the importance of the 

quantity of the surfaces in contact with the atmosphere for energy exchange, we strongly 

recommend using the following as primary parameters: building height, the building fraction, λp, 

which is classical, and the normalized wall surface, λw, even though the latter parameter is not 

generally considered as an independent input parameter in UCMs. 



3.3 Methodologies to gather morphological parameters 

3.3.1 Data from remote sensing 

Due to the capability of cost-efficient large-area data collection, remote sensing has become a key 

source for describing the 3D structure of the built environment. The most commonly used baseline 

product for urban structural analyses derived with remote sensing technologies is the digital surface 

model (DSM). A DSM provides a detailed picture of the terrain surface along with all other vertical 

features such as buildings and infrastructure elements or trees and hedgerows. To more effectively 

describe and analyze vertical objects not related to the terrain topography (e.g., buildings), a 

normalized DSM (nDSM) is usually calculated by subtracting the modelled terrain height (digital 

terrain model) from the DSM (Weidner and Förstner, 1995; Reinartz et al., 2017). 

The traditional technique for DSM/nDSM generation and subsequent analysis of the urban 

morphology is photogrammetric processing of optical stereo imagery from sensors mounted on 

airplanes (Fradkin et al., 1999; Hirschmüller et al., 2005) or from high and very-high resolution 

satellite data (Toutin, 2006; Eckert and Hollands, 2010; Sirmacek et al., 2012; Aguilar et al., 2014). 

Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have increasingly been deployed to measure the 3D 

urban morphology. Gevaert et al. (2017) describe how point-cloud and image-based morphologic 

features derived from UAV data can be used to classify specific built-up structures related to 

informal settlements. Esch et al. (2018a) describe new perspectives for surveying local urban 

morphology arising from the utilization of drones, UAVs or High-Altitude Pseudo Satellites (HAPS). 

An established alternative to stereo photogrammetry is the analysis of point clouds from airborne 

light detection and ranging (LiDAR). LiDAR systems send laser pulses towards the ground whereas 

the runtime length can be used to generate precise DSMs (Vosselman and Maas, 2010). Usually, 

LiDARs collect a cloud of 4-50 points per m² and thereby allow for a detailed characterization of the 

small-scale urban morphology (Jutzi and Stilla, 2003; Goodwin et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2015). Bonczak 

and Kontokosta (2019) demonstrate the application of point-based voxelization techniques to 

extract design parameters in complex urban environments in unprecedented spatial detail. 

Moreover, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology can be employed to generate DSMs for urban 

areas by means of spaceborne SAR interferometry (InSAR) or SAR tomography (Fornaro and 

Serafino, 2006; Frey et al., 2014; Marconcini et al., 2014; Geiß et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016). 

However, regarding InSAR, the spatial resolution of the resulting DSMs is usually lower than the 

products derived from optical satellite systems, whereas SAR tomography is still a rather 

experimental method due to the massive satellite data requirements. 

The Urban Atlas land cover/land use product from Copernicus has recently added building height 

data for the capital cities of EU countries. Although covering only a large (700) but still limited 

number of cities, this can provide data for testing/validation. This information is also available in the 

INSPIRE data and in the European Location Service. 

3.3.2 GIS treatment of 2.5D cadaster vector data of individual buildings 

GIS software is often used to compute morphological indicators such as the density of buildings, the 

mean building height, the compactness ratio, the sky view factor, etc. These indicators are applied to 

study and monitor the urban structure at different geographic scales (e.g., urban parcels or districts). 

Techniques are based on spatial analysis chains that use geometric data models (also called vector 

data). Urban features are represented by a set of polygons (e.g., buildings), lines (e.g., roads) or 



points (e.g., elevation) grouped in GIS layers restricted to a 2.5D dimension. A vector data model 

offers several advantages for urban climate studies: 

● It is able to store many parameters in one layer. For example, if a building is represented by 

a set of polygons, additional attributes such as height, age, floor area and wall material can 

be specified to describe it. 

● It allows an accurate representation of urban geometry allowing urban climate models to 

operate on a very fine scale (e.g. 1 m). Berghauser Pont and Haupt (2005) define a building 

block as an aggregation of buildings that are in contact. The building block concept allows 

architectural patterns in the urban fabric (mid-rise compact building, closed blocks, etc.) to 

be retrieved. This scale is particularly useful for studies dealing with the interaction of urban 

climate and building energy demand (Bouyer et al., 2011). 

Most GIS approaches use a regular vector grid to represent the urban space and compute the 

morphological indicators inside the cells (Lindberg, 2007). Ching et al. (2009) compiled data on 

buildings and urban vegetation (mainly via airborne LiDAR detection), anthropogenic heat release 

due to buildings, traffic and human metabolism (via a top-down approach combining energy 

consumption data and the regional climatic conditions), as well as day- and night-time population 

density (via census data) for approximately 130 US cities.  

Although a regular grid may be suitable for populating a climate model, it also represents an abstract 

feature that does not conform to real parcels or urban forms, which tend to have irregular shapes 

and their own distinct spatial boundaries that stem from socioeconomic processes. Cities are often 

characterized by complex spatial assemblages that are smoothed out when using regular grids; the 

challenge is to utilize a representation of space that fuses both options and is therefore suitable for 

the representation and modelling of both physical and socioeconomic processes. 

Dealing with a detailed mapping of urban areas that describe their morphology and spatial 

relationships is an old but still very relevant issue. Barnsley and Barr (1997) proposed a GIS graph 

model to perform a spatial classification of a geographically referenced digital urban map. Steiniger 

(2006) extended their set of morphologic properties to classify urban structures for mapping 

purposes. Bocher et al. (2018) describe a GIS processing chain to compute a set of morphological 

indicators based on 2.5D vector data available for the French territory. 64 indicators were calculated 

at three scales: individual buildings, blocks of buildings and a specific unit area called a Reference 

Spatial Unit (Figure 3). These indicators are combined with socioeconomic data to categorize the 

urban fabric. 



 

Figure 3. Maps for the three geographical scales (individual buildings, blocks of buildings and 

Reference Spatial Units) used to compute the morphological indicators. Source: Bocher et al (2018). 

Samsonov et al. (2015) presented an advanced GIS technique to extract urban canyons from vector 

databases. The authors used a constrained Delaunay triangulation to delineate a hierarchy of the 

canyons based on the geometric properties of the triangles and their spatial relation with urban 

features, buildings and the street network. The morphological properties of the canyons are then 

combined with derived indicators (such as sky view factor and frontal area index) to feed the 

URB_MOS meteorological model. An application is discussed for the city of Moscow to model the 

spatial distribution of temperature and wind. 

3.3.3 3D building data and CityGML for microscale modelling 

The CityGML standard2, developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), defines three-

dimensional geometry, topology, appearance and semantics of all relevant topographic urban 

objects at multiple well-defined level of details (LOD), ranging from simplified bounding boxes 

(LOD1: constant building height, LOD2: with roof shape) to explicit details like doors (LOD3) or 

indoor design (LOD4) (Gröger and Plümer, 2012). Because they represent the explicit form of 
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buildings, they benefit ORMs more than UCMs in being able to use this finer scale data (e.g., LOD2, 

cf Figure 4). CityGML is very generic and does not only include all 3D objects of interest to ORMs, like 

buildings, trees, bridges, tunnels or even park benches, but it contains also basic classes such as 

relief, water bodies, roads or land use. Most available CityGML models have been automatically 

generated from a fusion of LiDAR and catastral data. Important landmarks are often manually added 

at a higher level of detail. Creation and improvement of CityGML data sets is an ongoing project for 

many municipalities. Germany, for example, plans to offer a comprehensive LOD2 building model by 

2019 and to amend it with bridges and tunnels by 2020. The detailed CityGML data can then be 

rasterized and aggregated to the resolution and requirements of the ORM model. For ORMs at the 

meter resolution, information about textures can also be mined using machine learning approaches, 

e.g., to extract information like building materials and window or vegetation fractions for single 

facades.   

As an example of the processing of CityGML data to represent buildings in a microscale simulation of 

Berlin at a grid spacing of 1 m, Figure 4 shows the original LOD2 CityGML while Figure 5 is the 

voxeled building configuration of the Reichstag building in Berlin, Germany. 

German municipalities and/or federal states usually order laser scan data collections to generate 

their high-resolution 3D city models. Such data sets are updated every 5 years. After data collection, 

georeferencing and further processing lead to a 3-dimensional point cloud, which is the product of 

the first processing step. The subsequent categorization into different object types like buildings or 

vegetation is either already done by the data supplier or must be done by the end user. If such a 

categorization is missing, a common method to obtain the different object types is the intersection 

of the height information with land cover data, e.g., building footprints or by a classified Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) layer, which divides the whole domain into pervious and non-

pervious areas to categorize the point cloud. Further classification steps may be necessary to obtain 

the required input data structures for the respective ORM. 

 



Figure 4: Original LOD2 3D CityGML representation of the German Reichstag Building, Berlin.  

 

Figure 5: 3D visualization of a processed and rasterized CityGML representation of the Reichstag 

building in Berlin, Germany, at a grid spacing of 1 m. 

 

The design of 3D data products at the national level has been considered for several years now 

(Stoter et al., 2015). Optical imagery with different angles is used to generate elevation models with 

photogrammetric technologies. This technique can be applied to airborne imagery using several 

images from the same flight but it can also be improved with UAVs or street imagery. LiDAR offers a 



higher geometric accuracy but a smaller coverage. In some countries, nationwide LiDAR products are 

available (as over the USA, Ching et al., 2009). For some areas, simplified 3D databases can be built 

automatically out of existing topographic databases based on height attributes. For example, 

Brasebin et al. (2012) showed that the French national topographic product implementing INSPIRE 

can be used to analyze sky view factor when aggregated results are needed. The buildings are 

captured at the gutter level and have metric information about the height of the building.    

3.3.4 Crowdsourcing or deep learning methods 

Data on building heights can also be crowdsourced directly (Over et al., 2010; Fan and Zipf, 2016) 

through OSM. OSM has an agreed set of tags for 3D building models including ‘height’ for height of 

the building in meters and ‘levels‘ for the number of floors. Although this information is not often 

added to buildings footprints in OSM, there are some demo cities with this information that can be 

visualized via the OSM Wiki3, but building height is often missing (Lao et al., 2018). They report that 

less than 3% of the buildings globally have a height value and less than 4% have a level value. For the 

city of Paris, the values are 0.1% and 51.2%, respectively. 

It would be possible to use crowdsourcing to manually extract building height or the number of 

floors from photographs in Google Street View, Mapillary or from other geo-tagged photo 

repositories such as Flickr. This would involve building a bespoke application for this data collection 

but it could provide a sample of building heights across a city that would be adequate enough for 

urban climate modelling purposes. Similarly, an application could be built for collecting this type of 

data on the ground. 

Biljecki et al. (2017) developed a model to predict the building height based on parameters from the 

building cadaster, the geometry of the buildings from OSM and information from the census. 

Exploring the combination of different parameters, the mean absolute error of predicted building 

height varied from 0.8 to 3.1 m. Photograph or image analysis by deep learning is also being 

developed to extract some morphological parameters. For example, Liang et al. (2017), Gong et al 

(2018) and Middel et al (2018, 2019) showed that it is possible to analyze Google Street View 

photographs to map the sky view factor. Zhang et al. (2019) developed a procedural model using 

neural networks to produce a 3D model of buildings in cities from segmented satellite images, OSM 

street information, population density and terrain elevation. 

 

4) Architectural parameters 

4.1 Description of the parameters and their relevance  

Architectural parameters describe the way that buildings are constructed. The choice of building 

materials and structure modify the heat conduction, and the roof cover and walls affect the radiative 

exchange with the atmosphere. Hence, they can strongly modify the UHI. Many adaptation 

strategies are based on modifications of these characteristics because they are relatively easy to 

implement, since this occurs at building scale. An example are white roofs or walls, which reflect the 

solar energy towards the sky (see Santamouris, 2014 for a review). Many traditional villages around 

the Mediterranean Sea are built this way. Another aspect relates to wall insulation, when present; 

depending if the insulation is on the inside or the outside, the total energy stored during daytime in 

the building fabric will be different, and hence so will the UHI. Architectural parameters are building 
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materials, depth, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity (or thermal diffusivity) of all walls or for 

each layer of wall (e.g., for the layer of structural material and for the insulation layer inside or 

outside), and of the roofs. A description of the intermediate floors is required if a Building Energy 

Module (BEM, e.g. Salamanca et al., 2009; Pigeon et al., 2014) is included in the UCM, as is the case, 

for example, for BEP (Building Energy Performance) and TEB (Town Energy Balance) models. The 

presence of windows is also important, as it modifies the internal energy balance of the buildings 

and the subsequent anthropogenic heat emissions due to domestic heating or air-conditioning. 

Furthermore, windows have different thermal and radiative properties than walls. In particular, the 

knowledge of both the location and the window fraction per surface element (or per square meter) 

become important for microscale simulations where the spatial variations of windows can be 

explicitly represented (Resler et al., 2017). Also, green roofs and facades are a known strategy for 

the cooling of cities and should thus be taken into account in modelling studies. This is not only 

important at the urban scale, but particularly at the microscale, as green elements are altering the 

thermodynamic conditions, especially in the vicinity of their location. 

To summarize, the most important parameters include:  

● albedo and emissivity of walls and roofs; 

● thermal properties (thermal conductivity and heat capacity) and thickness of the layers of 

materials constituting the roofs and walls; 

● the fraction of windows on the external facades; 

● the thermal characteristics of the windows; 

● the presence of shelters on windows 

 

4.2 Developing comprehensive architectural databases 

There exists for no large city an exhaustive database on building architectural practices or building 

material characteristics at the scale of the building. Even with the increasing use of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM), such information is, at best, limited to a very small part of buildings in 

a city, which are mostly recently constructed large buildings. Due to the specific lack of spatial data 

about architectural structures at the city scale, how can such parameters be defined? The main 

problem is that all of these parameters depend on the materials used to construct the buildings, and 

this varies considerably across time and space. Almost no generic information exists about these 

architectural features and certainly not globally. Even at the local scale, the only comprehensive way 

to gather data on building materials is limited to roof material identification using hyper-spectral 

remote-sensing (Heiden et al., 2007). Architectural knowledge is mostly available at the building 

scale, but not extensively. The issue arises of how to upscale such sparse information. Some 

attempts have been made to derive surface parameters like wall albedo and emissivity as well as 

window fractions by manual observations within case studies (Resler et al., 2017). 

As databases of the architectural parameters needed by UCMs and ORMs are not available, an 

approximate approach is possible, i.e., the development of comprehensive architectural databases. 

The objective is to describe, for several archetypes of buildings, their typical architectural 

characteristics. For example, the material of the main structural wall is documented. To link this 

information to the models, the thermal characteristics of these materials are recorded. While these 

parameters still only represent an educated guess, they allow the variability in building architectural 

characteristics to be taken into account. Jackson et al. (2010) have described the thermal and 

radiative properties of buildings for 4 building types in 33 regions in the world (defined by socio-

economics, architectural practices and climate). Tornay et al. (2017), using an architect’s expertise 



approach, have defined building archetypes in each of the 95 administrative regions of France. This 

has allowed the spatial variability between the different cities in France to be described, but not 

within each city. Such building architectural databases can be completed based on expertise or 

crowdsourcing. One persistent issue is the fact that there is generally no cadaster for monitoring 

changes in the state of buildings (e.g., due to improved insulation during reconstruction works). The 

actual building properties are thus likely to be very different from those at construction.  

However, the architectural database would describe elements that are at the building scale (but 

without spatial information, since they are only referencing archetypes). Therefore, in a second step, 

once such a comprehensive architectural database is completed, a link must be made between the 

building archetypes documented within the database and the buildings in the city. This can be 

accomplished by observing the characteristics of the buildings in the field. Four building parameters 

that are relevant for how the building has been built are:  

• the period of construction of the building; 

• the use of the building (i.e., residential, commercial, offices); 

• the building type (i.e., house, mid-rise building, high-rise building, industrial building); and 

• the geographic area (this can be at the scale of neighborhoods, the city, the region, or the 

country), but can also be related to the climate type.  

Mapping this information is possible. For example, the building type can be linked directly to the LCZ 

(see section 2). The building use and period of construction can come from socio-economic 

databases and a census (see section 5). We now concentrate on how to gather the architectural 

information itself. 

4.3 Methodologies to gather architectural information 

4.3.1 Identification of representative archetypes  

Taking into account the four inputs of urban typology, building use, construction period and 

location, it is possible to define representative building archetypes with their building materials 

using an expert approach. Since 1990, there have been research projects that have developed expert 

approaches to identify representative buildings on a regional and national scale. The first step is to 

identify representative buildings to determine the characteristics of their construction. Such work 

has been undertaken in Germany with the German building stock (Ebel et al., 1990), in Canada by 

Canada’s National Research Council Institute for Research in Construction (Jackson et al., 2010), and 

in France, with a detailed analysis of existing residential real estate (RAGE, 2012). More recently, 

initiatives on a larger scale have been undertaken, e.g., the "Tabula" project (Loga et al., 2016), 

which has developed a catalog of national building typologies representing the residential building 

stock in 20 European countries. These studies only deal with residential building use; however, the 

proposed methodology can be applied to all building uses, and to a larger geographical scale. 

 

The construction of the comprehensive architectural database consists of describing the 

construction materials used for the building archetypes. A literature review on construction 

practices in France by Tornay et al. (2017) revealed that several construction systems might coexist 

for one combination of urban typology, building use, construction period and geographical location. 

As a consequence, the French database on building archetypes provides three options for the 

construction of the wall, roof and floor.  

 



These expert approaches require an exhaustive collection of information (Figure 6), knowledge to 

generate reference building databases (step 1) and characterize their materials (step 2). To extract 

results (step 3) that are exploitable and realistic, they can be cross checked with an extended 

literature review and statistical data in order to be generalized. At present, existing databases are 

still heterogeneous, and the main factor to be further developed is the different uses of buildings 

(not just residential buildings). 

 

 
Figure 6. Overview of the expert methodology to define the architectural parameters 

 

Known for its compact high-rise urban environment, which is distinctly different from typical 

European or North American settings, Hong Kong provides an exemplary testing ground for the 

approach described here. Although databases detailing Hong Kong’s heterogeneous urban 

morphology are available, they are not sufficient for characterizing building architectural 

parameters. Several unique features in building characteristics have been identified through 

reviewing the urban development history and building ordinances in Hong Kong (Shelton et al., 

2011; Wong, 2014), from interviews with practitioners, and from field surveys. First, there is a small 

variation in construction materials across buildings of different type, use and age. Reinforced 

concrete, often in the form of prefabricated component blocks, is the predominant structural 

material for all building types. A notable exception is tall commercial skyscrapers with curtain walls. 

Wall insulation is not of major concern for the subtropical climate in Hong Kong. Secondly, the range 

of building types defined by Tornay et al. (2017) and LCZs cannot adequately represent bulky 

building structures prevalent in Hong Kong. Examples include massive mid-rise shopping complexes 

and connected podiums at the base of multiple tall towers built in order to maximize the use of 

limited land resources. To consider these extensive mid-rise buildings as detached mid-rise buildings 

(from the point of view of construction materials) seems, however, an acceptable approximation, 

and is reconciled with the LCZ building description. Thirdly, an interesting pattern is observed among 

residential buildings. Prior to the emergence of high-rise private housing estates in the 1960s, 

people lived in uniform rows of Tong Lau or tenement houses. Private residential buildings then 

evolved in height, podium scale, and window designs through the years (Figure 7). The architectural 

characteristics of public rental housing estates, despite the various block types, have remained 

largely similar since their introduction in the 1950s. 



 
Figure 7:  Temporal evolution of public and private residential buildings in Hong Kong. 

4.3.2 Remote sensing and image processing 

Building type can be evaluated with photogrammetric software, like the open source Micmac 

software, using available images, provided that several perspectives are available for the same point. 

The detection of windows on facades has been investigated using photographs at the street level 

(Burochin et al., 2009, 2010). Facade characterization from aerial imagery has also been considered 

(Burochin et al., 2014).  

The building period of construction can also be derived from the recent digitization of archival 

photogrammetric aerial images captured by geographic agencies in many countries, which often 

occurs at least every 5 years and has taken place since the middle of the 20th century (Giordano et 

al., 2017). Building use evaluation, and more generally land use evaluation, based on image 

processing technologies and aerial or terrestrial images is a hot research topic (Li et al., 2017). For 

example, the spatial arrangement and composition of the extracted features has been analyzed to 

yield building use and land use data. 

4.3.3 Crowdsourcing 

The description of a building, in contrast to morphological or land cover parameters, is easily 

understandable by people. This is because the scale is well identified (while the spatial scale of land 

cover elements is larger and only directly visible from above) and it is thematically comprehensive 

(contrary to most morphological indicators such as λp, λw, roughness length, etc.). This makes 

crowdsourcing a suitable method for gathering such architectural information. Within the WUDAPT 

initiative (Ching et al., 2019), a smart-phone application has been developed to gather 1) building 

use; 2) building age; 3) building material; 4) whether the buildings are painted (and the color if so); 

5) window-to-wall ratio coverage; 6) existence and location of heating or air conditioning systems; 7) 

roof covering materials; and 8) number of floors. The latter is a proxy for building height (and hence 

building type). Mhedhbi et al. (2019) adapted this questionnaire as a Google form accessible through 

social media (Facebook), and gathered information on more than 100 buildings in the city of Tunis. 

For example, half of the houses in LCZ 3 and low historical core buildings in LCZ 6 are described as 



having ‘a few windows’, while the other half were described as having ‘many regularly spaced 

windows’ plus ‘glass windows’, while more modern mid-rise buildings were mostly reported with 

‘many regularly spaced windows’. The buildings in the sample were spread across the city and across 

various LCZs and hence provide valuable information for describing typical buildings in the various 

city neighborhoods. 

Crowdsourcing of building age can be difficult, i.e., it requires some expert knowledge or training of 

the crowd to identify features associated with different age categories, where these can also vary by 

country. As with height, building age can be collected using a crowdsourcing application like that 

described previously. An alternative approach is to build a model that predicts building age if a 

sample of building age data exists. For example, Rosser et al. (2019) built a predictive model of 

building age using parameters such as area of the building footprint, the perimeter, the number of 

buildings in the block, etc. By aggregating the results from different methods and using some simple 

rules for filtering the data, the overall accuracy achieved was 77%. A similar approach was 

undertaken by Biljecki and Sindram (2017), who fitted a random forest regression model to predict 

building age in Rotterdam. Their results indicated that the model was limited in predicting the exact 

age of a building but that it could be used to predict the approximate period of construction. For the 

purpose of urban climate modelling, prediction of the age category would be sufficient. 

5) Socio-economic data and building use 

5.1 Description of the parameters and their relevance 

Human activities in cities produce direct releases of heat and water vapor to the atmosphere. 

Domestic heating releases heat directly through chimneys and within the buildings (but is 

transferred later to the atmosphere through heat conduction, air leakages, or venting). Air-

conditioning extracts the heat inside and releases it outside. Combustion heat from cars is usually 

smaller than the contribution from buildings, but it can be significant in the immediate vicinity of 

major roads (Pigeon et al., 2007). For US cities, Sailor et al. (2015) report that combustion heat from 

vehicles accounts for 40% of the anthropogenic heat flux during the summer months when building 

heating does not play a major role. Heavy industries and power plants also release a considerable 

amount of heat. All these fluxes are known as anthropogenic fluxes. 

  

Anthropogenic heat fluxes due to traffic and industrial activities need to be specified, typically 

through emission inventories, even though these can provide only first-guess estimates of the true 

emissions. Traffic can also influence road temperature (due to the pneumatic contact of the tires 

with the road during car movement) and radiative exchanges (by the presence of the cars), or the air 

turbulence produced by vehicles (Kastner-Klein et al. 2001). Such processes can be parameterized 

into UCMs (Khalifa et al 2016) or studied in micro-scale models. They need specific information on 

traffic, such as traffic density or mean vehicle speed. 

 

Building related anthropogenic fluxes need to be specified if no BEM is implemented in the urban 

canopy model. If a BEM is used, anthropogenic heat fluxes due to building energy consumption may 

be computed as a function of the prevailing meteorological conditions. This requires knowledge of 

how (and eventually by whom) the buildings are used and inhabited (Schoetter et al., 2017). 

Important parameters include: 

 

● Population density; 

● Fraction of each use in the building (e.g., to describe complex patterns such as commercial 

use on the ground floor and then offices and residential apartments above); 



● Schedules of building occupancy during daytime/nighttime/holidays; 

● Internal heat release describing how much energy per square meter comes from electric 

appliances, cooking, etc.; 

● The type of domestic heating; 

● Domestic heating target temperatures (day/night); and 

● Air conditioning use and, if available, target temperatures (day/night). 

 

5.2 Methodologies to gather uses, socio-economic and anthropogenic heat parameters 

5.2.1 From inventories 

The anthropogenic heat flux is mainly due to traffic, industrial activities, the building sector, and 

human and animal metabolism. It can be quantified using three strategies (Sailor, 2011): observing 

the urban surface energy balance; inventories (top-down approach); and building energy 

consumption modelling (bottom-up approach). 

 

The observation-based method can only be employed for locations with available urban surface 

energy balance observations (e.g. Pigeon et al., 2007 for Toulouse). This method is also subject to 

uncertainty due to observation errors, especially since the anthropogenic heat flux is determined as 

the residual of all other fluxes. 

 

The top-down inventory method consists of disaggregating large-scale energy consumption data in 

space and time. It is the state-of-the-art for the construction of global anthropogenic heat flux 

databases. Country-scale data on primary energy consumption can be taken from the United States 

Energy Information Administration. Flanner (2009) and Allen et al. (2011) spatially disaggregated 

these data using population density data as a weight. 

 

However, population density is not easy to obtain. For example, in Figure 8, we compare two data 

sets of residential population density for the year 2010 in the Paris Metropolitan Region. The 

Gridded Population of the World Version 4 (GPWv4; CIESIN, 2017) combines tabular counts of 

population by administrative area with georeferenced data on administrative boundaries and land 

cover (e.g., water bodies). The spatial resolution is 30’’ (~1 km). Another estimation of residential 

population was constructed during the French research project MAPUCE. It is based on gridded 

population density (200 m resolution) compiled by the French Institute for Economics and Statistics4 

(INSEE). Population is disaggregated in space using the total residential floor area as a spatial weight. 

The residential floor area is determined using the building’s geometric properties (i.e., footprint, 

height) and use, which is available from administrative data and was processed following Bocher et 

al. (2018). The GPWv4 captures the population density pattern well in the Paris Metropolitan 

Region. However, it misses sharp heterogeneities at the kilometric scale compared to the MAPUCE 

data set, which uses the fine building database. We, therefore, conclude that the effective resolution 

of the GPWv4 population density, which has the advantage of global availability, is in reality coarser 

than 1 km² for the Paris Metropolitan Region. 

 

                                                           
4 https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/donnees-carroyees-a-200-m-sur-la-population/ 



 
Figure 8: Comparison, for the agglomeration of Paris (France), between residential population 

density in 2010 of (left) the World Version 4 (GPWv4) at a 1 km of resolution, and (middle and right) 

from the French MAPUCE project at 1 km and 100 m resolution. 

 

Dong et al. (2017) refined the top-down methodology by also considering, in addition to population 

density, the sector-specific energy consumption included in the International Energy Agency Energy 

Balances. They disaggregated only the final energy consumed in the commercial, residential and 

transportation sectors as a function of population density. The final energy consumed by agriculture 

and industry was distributed uniformly in the populated area, and the difference between the 

primary and final energy consumption was distributed evenly across the country. The exact location 

of power plants, electricity grid lines, and agricultural and industrial facilities would need to be 

known for a more precise spatial disaggregation of primary energy consumption. Disaggregation in 

time is typically done by specifying energy consumption schedules (day of year, day of week, hour of 

day). Allen et al. (2011) took information on normal business hours, weekend days and fixed public 

holidays from the Lonely Planet and the World Travel guide. They further assumed that the daily 

cycle of building energy consumption is the same as that for traffic during the weekend, which was 

taken from an inventory. Dong et al. (2017) applied a daily cycle of building energy consumption 

derived for Tokyo to all cities in the world. Allen et al. (2011) and Dong et al. (2017) assumed that 

due to heating and air conditioning, building energy consumption depends on the prevailing air 

temperature. Anthropogenic heat flux due to metabolic heat was specified by Allen et al. (2011) and 

Dong et al. (2017) as a function of the population density, considering the daily cycle of people’s 

activities. Uncertainties arise if temporal variability of population density is not taken into account. 

 

The bottom-up method consists of simulating building energy consumption as a function of the 

building type, use and the prevailing meteorological conditions. Heiple and Sailor (2008) simulated 

the energy budget of prototype buildings in the United States and weighted the results with their 

spatial frequency of occurrence. They found that their bottom-up method led to a larger spatial and 

temporal variability in building energy consumption than a top-down method. The main reason is 

that the bottom-up method allows the temporal variability of meteorological conditions, human 

behaviour and the spatial variability of building type and use to be considered. As an alternative to 

the simulation of prototype buildings, the building energy consumption can be obtained from a 

building energy module implemented in an urban canopy model. Both building-scale and district-

scale bottom-up approaches rely on detailed knowledge of building use, occupation, heating and air 

conditioning practices, and internal loads. To our knowledge, no global scale data sets exist that 

could directly provide such parameters. Instead, urban climate modellers specify these parameters 



for a specific city/country based on expertise or national data sets. Kikegawa et al. (2003) simulated 

a central business district in Tokyo and initialized the relevant parameters (especially the design 

temperature for air conditioning) based on their expertise for typical office buildings in Tokyo. 

Oleson et al. (2008) assumed a heating and air conditioning design temperature of 18°C and 24°C for 

Mexico City and Vancouver, respectively. Salamanca and Martilli (2009) performed simulations for 

the BUBBLE observation campaign in Basel, Switzerland. They derived information on the indoor 

design temperature for air conditioning from indoor air temperature sensors and used the 

population density and inventories to estimate the internal load due to metabolism and electrical 

appliances. Schoetter et al. (2017) estimated the fractional building use in French cities based on 

administrative data sets and the ratio between the number of inhabitants and the total floor area. 

They initialized the parameters related to heating design temperature and internal heat release 

based on a combination of surveys and statistical models developed by Bourgeois et al. (2017). A 

sensitivity study for Toulouse, France, showed that taking the variety of building use and behavior 

into account is crucial for an accurate simulation of the spatial-temporal variability of building 

energy consumption. 

 

5.2.2 Crowdsourcing 

 It is also possible to obtain building use from crowdsourcing, e.g. OSM has specific tags for users to 

indicate the building function. In a study by Fonte et al. (2018), OSM data were extracted for a 

section of the city of Milan. By analyzing the tags associated with buildings as well as the points of 

interest layer, more than 80% of the buildings in Milan could be assigned a building function. 

Moreover, the analysis could also help to identify mixed function building types, e.g. buildings that 

might be commercial on the ground floor but contain residences above. A similar study was 

undertaken by Kunze and Hecht (2015), who specifically focused on using OSM to determine the 

amount of non-residential use in residential buildings in order to calculate the non-residential floor 

area (Kunze and Hecht, 2015). Other crowdsourced information can also be used to infer building 

use. In Fonte et al. (2018), crowdsourced data from Facebook and Foursquare were additionally 

used to fill in some of the gaps from OSM regarding building use. Using only Foursquare, Spyratos et 

al. (2017) classified buildings in Amsterdam according to building use types. The best results were 

obtained for hotels, restaurants, cafes, and retail establishments while such an approach is less 

suited for identification of industrial use. 

 Finally, as outlined above, a bespoke application could be built to crowdsource building use from 

photographs or collected by volunteers on the ground using a mobile app. An application specifically 

developed for crowdsourcing building use (and other land cover/land use attributes) has been 

developed by IIASA and IGN France called PAYSAGES, which sends volunteers to specific buildings 

within a city and asks them to provide information on building function along with a photograph of 

the building (Olteanu-Raimond et al., 2018). The purpose is to enhance IGN’s building database, 

which does not currently contain this type of building use information. 

 

6) Urban vegetation 

6.1 Description of the parameters and their relevance  

Cities are very heterogeneous environments, composed of artificial and natural surfaces. The 

proportion of urban natural surfaces varies not only from one city to another (Fuller and Gaston, 

2009; MIT Senseable City Lab, 2018) but varies also strongly within cities (Lu et al., 2017). In addition 



to these spatial variations, there is a wide variety of vegetation systems (lawns, street trees, gardens 

and urban parks, green walls and roofs, etc.), and plant species, whose physiological characteristics 

evolve over time, according to their own vegetative cycles. 

It is known that the bare soil and vegetation present in cities influence the urban micro-climate 

through various physical processes: air cooling by water retention and consequent evaporation from 

bare soil and evapotranspiration from plants; modification of the radiative balance and the airflow in 

urban canyons in the case of urban trees; decreased heat flux emitted by buildings covered with 

green envelopes; and horizontal advection of fresh air from larger scale structures (urban parks, 

green belts, etc.). High vegetation (i.e., trees) can also have an adverse effect since they can reduce 

the ventilation at street level and thus lead to increased pollutant concentrations near the surface 

(Salmond et al., 2013, Santiago et al 2017). Therefore, taking into account natural surfaces and their 

spatial and temporal heterogeneities in UCMs allows for a more realistic simulation of micro-climatic 

conditions (Shashua-Bar and Hoffman, 2000; Grimmond et al., 2011). In fact, over the past decade, 

more and more models have incorporated the modelling of physical processes associated with the 

presence of urban vegetation. These models require a detailed description of vegetation systems, 

which involves knowing at least the following parameters:   

• the respective proportions of ground covered by bare soil and by different vegetation strata 

(herbaceous, shrub and tree layers) as well as the building surfaces covered by green 

envelopes (facades and roofs); 

• the depths and textures of structural layers for urban soils; 

• the physiological characteristics of the vegetation, which are species-dependent, namely 

leaf area index, stomatal resistance, albedo, emissivity, root depths and densities; and 

• for the tree strata, tree type (deciduous/evergreen) and geometric characteristics, namely 

tree height as well as crown size, shape and trunk diameter. 

However, the level of detail of the physical processes accounted for, and therefore the required 

descriptive parameters, will vary depending on the models. For microscale ORMs, for example, trees 

are usually described by means of three-dimensional leaf (or plant) area density fields. 

6.2 Methodologies to collect vegetation parameters at mesoscale 

Currently, no global data are available to describe urban vegetation in terms of coverage and 

characteristics. At best, through local administrative databases or open data, it is possible to build 

land use maps for vegetated surfaces, often with an incomplete coverage, and without the 

distinction of strata (even if street trees are sometimes listed). Furthermore, the geometric and 

physiological parameters inherent to vegetation species are unknown. Bare soils are rarely mapped. 

The properties of urban soils, which are very heterogeneous because they have been significantly 

reworked, are also not documented in such administrative databases.  

However, the land cover map obtained by this approach may show an incomplete representation of 

vegetated surfaces (Figure 9b) compared to reality (Figure 9a) and without distinction of vegetation 

strata. This results in a significant proportion of urban surfaces that remain undefined, and on which 

the modeller will have to make assumptions to simulate the urban micro-climate. For street trees, 

data may be available for some cities via local authorities or through new initiatives based on open 

data, such as that of Treepedia developed by the MIT Senseable City Lab (2018), which offers a 

Green Vegetation Index (coverage of urban surfaces by tree crowns) based on Google Street View 

panoramas (Li et al., 2015; Seiferling et al., 2017). For some European cities, data on urban tree 

coverage is also available through the Copernicus Urban Atlas portal (EEA, 2018). Moreover, some 



individual cities have decided to provide various city-descriptive data sets freely, including trees. For 

example, the city of Berlin, Germany, has developed the online data browser FIS-Broker. 

 

Figure 9. Land cover maps of a neighborhood in Toulouse (France) constructed by different 

approaches (de Munck et al., 2018): a) manual scanning of vegetation strata from orthophotos 

(closest to reality), b) from the BD-TOPO national database, and c) vegetation extracted from 

Pleiades imagery.    

In this context of a lack of data, remote sensing (satellite or airborne images) or LiDAR can fill some 

of these gaps at high resolution, in particular for the coverage and spatial heterogeneity of the 

various vegetation strata. In the case of satellites, revisits also allow for the monitoring of urban 

vegetation temporal dynamics, which is highly relevant in terms of modelling. Methodologically, this 

approach passes, at least, by the spectral or multispectral treatment of the NDVI and possibly the 

Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) to determine the vegetation cover in the city. 

Thresholding of the NDVI is generally not sufficient to distinguish vegetation strata. For this, a more 

robust approach is to retrieve the height of vegetation from the difference between a Digital Terrain 

Model (DTM) of high resolution (or a DSM) and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). This approach can 

also be refined by taking into account the contextual information of images such as granulometry or 

texture (Herold et al., 2003). This type of approach makes it possible to more accurately characterize 

the coverage of high and low vegetation in cities. 

Remote sensing approaches, even if they show good results, have certain challenges and limitations, 

such as the need for very fine spatial resolutions to allow for the classification of vegetation into 

different layers, the complex treatment of shadows (from buildings and trees), and the impossibility 

of characterizing surfaces hidden by tree crowns. Also, even if a key biophysical parameter such as 

the leaf area index of urban vegetation can technically be retrieved from remote sensing images 

(Jensen and Hardin, 2005; Alonzo et al., 2015), very little data are currently readily available for 

modelers. Finally, these approaches are not designed to answer questions related to the nature of 

the vegetation species present (crown forms, albedo, etc.). To determine these parameters, 

modellers generally use vegetation characteristics derived for rural areas from the scientific 

literature (assuming they are valid in urban areas) or use in-situ surveys at the microscale. 

6.3 Methodologies to collect vegetation parameters at microscale 

At the microscale, city trees, for example, are registered in tree cadasters, but the registered details 

differ from city to city. In Germany, the cadasters only cover municipal trees. Urban woods and trees 

on private areas are not included, which requires special methods to estimate this information from 

these areas. 

 

ORMs with a very high spatial resolution (down to 1 meter) require even more detailed information 

concerning high vegetation like groves and trees than models with coarser spatial resolutions. 

Vegetation is usually represented in building-resolving UCMs as three-dimensional arrays of the leaf 

area density (LAD). There are no common approaches to estimating three-dimensional LAD-



information of high vegetation. The discrimination between high and low vegetation, as well as 

individual tree detection, is generally done using very high resolution aerial or satellite imagery and 

associated 3D data (Iovan et al., 2008; Lefebvre et al., 2017). Species extraction can also rely on new 

sensors and hyperspectral imagery (Ouerghemmi et al., 2018). 

 

As part of the German joint project “Urban Climate under Change”5, the Leibniz University of 

Hannover has developed an approach to estimate three-dimensional LAD for a given single tree 

based on one-dimensional LAD-profiles after Lalic and Mihailovic (2004) and for tree patches after 

the approach of Markkanen et al. (2003). However, this method requires a large set of tree-

physiological input parameters, which are difficult or rare to obtain. Therefore, look-up tables have 

been developed, which at least provide estimates of these parameters for common tree species. 

Thus, as a minimum requirement for the simulations, the location and tree height are needed. 

Furthermore, currently available methods for estimating the leaf area density profiles have all been 

developed for closed homogeneous canopies. Their application to representing individual trees is, 

thus, rather questionable. 

 

Another very straightforward method for mapping vegetation parameters is direct observation. 

Although this cannot be carried out for large areas, direct observation yields valuable information at 

microscale, which might even be interpolated to larger scales. During a field campaign, a trained 

person can classify the type of vegetation and trees directly and with high accuracy. Also basic tree 

parameters such as height or diameter at breast height can be measured relatively easily. Much 

more effort is needed to directly measure the quantity of leaves. Breda (2003) has reviewed 

different methods for LAI estimation. Direct measurements require harvesting or litter collection of 

the vegetation. As this is destructive and cannot be applied to larger areas or trees, indirect methods 

have been developed; these methods measure the radiation through the canopy or make use of 

hemispherical image analysis (e.g., fish-eye photography). For describing the shape of the tree or the 

leaf area density, 3D portable (ground-based) LiDAR imaging can be used (Hosoi and Omasa, 2006), 

which yields more accurate results than airborne LiDAR imaging.  

 

7) Discussion 

Once a UCM or ORM for an urban climate study has been defined, a remaining challenge is to select 

the relevant sources for the city descriptive data and to process them for the required spatial and 

temporal coverage. In the previous sections, many methods for deriving the main parameters have 

been described. This section discusses a set of key issues associated with accessing the 

corresponding data. 

Often a combination of methods and data sets is needed to retrieve the required information for all 

five types of parameter, i.e., land use and land cover; morphological parameters; architectural 

parameters; socio-economic parameters and building use; and urban vegetation. They often require 

expert knowledge, and the process of mapping parameters from raw data can be time consuming. 

Remote sensing techniques are useful for deriving UCM and ORM parameters regarding land cover, 

urban morphology and vegetation. However, they provide insufficient information on architectural 

and socio-economic characteristics. This becomes problematic for studies dealing with vulnerability 

and exposure to weather and climate risks. The main disadvantages of land-based administrative 

information are the slow rate at which the information is updated and the sensitive, non-public 
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nature of such information. Crowdsourced data have addressed the former issue, and although not 

as complete as official government data in some areas, the literature reports sufficient data quality 

(Haklay, 2010). In the future, deep learning methods will likely yield relevant results in some 

domains where large amounts of available data can be used to train automatic classifiers.  

7.1 Licensing issues 

Urban data from authorities, i.e., public organizations mandated to organize the coproduction and 

maintenance of data required for public action, are usually available for free, at least for research 

but not always under free licenses. Some countries, regions, or cities already provide data for free, 

accessible from data platforms (e.g. France, Berlin (Germany), Hamburg (Germany), Federal State of 

North-Rhine-Westfalia (Germany), Helsinki (Finland)). Other cities provide the data only under 

certain conditions and restrictions. In France, the BD-TOPO national database (IGN, 2018) is available 

for free for research, education and public missions. It is generally used to construct urban land use 

maps. Administrations of large cities generally possess more precise cadaster data than information 

covering national or international territories. Such administrative data can also cover many aspects 

including morphological, socio-economic, architectural, financial and administrative features. To use 

such data sets can lead to a large workload because of the city-specific data form and content. Even 

if GIS-based vector maps can be easily transformed into other data formats, their adaptation for use 

in a UCM requires effort and programming skills. Furthermore, the exploitation of some data, 

especially for ORM models that require data at the building scale, can require formal authorization 

for use due to data protection of people’s privacy (e.g., as required by the European General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) enforced on 25 May 2018).  

The area of data licenses is a complex domain. The Open ELS project, which is led by several 

mapping agencies across Europe and brought together through the EuroGeographics organization, 

has even proposed a new specific open license. In Europe, after a public consultation on the 

Directive for Public Sector Information, a proposal for revision has been adopted by the Commission 

and is being discussed by the Parliament and Council. This revision would lead to greater availability 

of geographic data under an open license for microscale analysis. The licensing problems associated 

with the use of public national data also underline the interest in using open databases such as OSM. 

7.2 Cataloguing issues 

It is currently still hard to search and find suitable data sets, even if the situation is improving. 

Existing catalogues and portals are dedicated either to a territory like the French géoportail6 or 

data.gouv portals, to a data provider like the EuroGeographics portal7, to a technology like the 

Copernicus8 portal, dedicated to distributing products derived from Earth Observation data, and 

funded by the European Union program Copernicus, or to a community like the enes9 portal for 

climate models (output data).  

Recently Google has launched a prototype search engine that is dedicated to earth science raster 

data sets called Google Dataset Search. This is still rather empty but it illustrates a key issue: the 

availability of metadata (see section 7.3). An interesting category of national portals has emerged 

over the last decade to distribute and view old maps and old aerial photographs in order to compare 

them with current databases.  

                                                           
6 http://geoportail.gouv.fr, http://www.geocatalogue.fr/ , https://www.data.gouv.fr/en/ 
7 http://www.eurogeographics.org/products-and-services 
8  http://www.copernicus.eu/main/climate-change , http://land.copernicus.eu/  
9 https://portal.enes.org/ 



7.3 Data quality 

Standards have been defined for portals to exchange and describe information (e.g., DCAT, CSW). 

However, there is too little metadata available that documents existing products. Although the 

INSPIRE directive has made it mandatory to document authoritative data sets with standard 

metadata, some metadata are still missing and a dashboard has been set up to monitor the progress 

of metadata documentation.  

Metadata are also important for documenting possible sources of uncertainties (in terms of 

precision and of accuracy) in UCMs and ORMs. Metadata also allow the temporal coverage to be 

specified for which the description of a given city is valid. 

The increasing availability, diversity and amount of urban data, together with the increasing 

availability and affordability of computing resources, has made it possible to increase the spatial 

resolution of urban modelling for climate studies, but also to be able to select a preferred spatial 

resolution. This flexibility has highlighted the issue of the trade-off between spatial and semantic 

(thematic) resolution. In urban models that contain both physical and socioeconomic dimensions, 

pushing the spatial resolution above or below certain levels is not always advisable, because some 

socio-economic phenomena do not occur at very fine or at very coarse scales; forcing them to very 

large or very small scales would misrepresent human dynamics (see e.g., Votsis, 2017). ORMs using a 

grid mesh of less than 10 m can take many characteristics of the urban surface into account so 

reaching this amount of detail is almost infeasible at the city level, e.g. the shape of the trees. Until 

detailed data sets such as CityGML or LiDAR point clouds become more easily accessible, 

generalizations and assumptions will need to be applied to these models. 

7.4 Open data 

Accessing city-descriptive data from different providers to design an urban climate model 

experiment that is replicable in Europe typically requires accessing different data repositories, which 

could have different licensing schemes, and to become familiar with different implementations. As 

this increases the costs (in terms of time and effort) of using these data sets, a trade-off needs to be 

made between accuracy and detail.  

This has been addressed by the OSM project in which a unified framework has been proposed to 

collaboratively build an open database, largely from integrating existing open data in different 

countries. The geographic features represented in this database (e.g., buildings, highways, land use, 

etc.) are organized in a relational database model by a set of elements (NODES, WAYS and 

RELATIONS). Each element is described by tags (key=value). For example, a building is described by a 

WAY element (with at least one “building=yes” key-value10), which refers to a NODE collection (each 

node represents a coordinate in latitude and longitude). Since its creation in 2004, OSM has gained 

popularity and grown to over 1 million map contributors and more than 1 million registered users. 

OSM's success lies in the flexibility of its data model and project operation. The community is 

voluntary so adherence to semantic tagging is also voluntary. These lack of restrictions, the absence 

of procedures to capture data and quality control, plus the use of a non-standard data model, have 

created some difficulties when using OSM data in GIS applications. Extracting OSM data and 

adapting them to user needs is a current topic of research interest as it requires consideration of 

data matching, web semantics, data fusion, data quality, etc. The approach proposed by the ELF 

project, set up by national mapping and cadastral agencies, is to provide a mediation layer above the 

authoritative data served by national legal organizations, which could be a way to facilitate the use 

                                                           
10  https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:building 



of OSM data (Jakobsson, 2012). An important benefit from this approach and the follow up Open 

European Location Service started by EuroGeographics is the connection to the INSPIRE framework, 

and hence to authoritative data producers, the European environment directorate and policy 

makers.  

7.5 Research challenges for the next decade 

As described above, some of the methods to produce the input parameters for the UCMs and ORMs 

are now mature. One should note that both improvements were necessary in the gathering of the 

urban input parameters and the way that they are taken into account by urban climate models.  

These mature developments may still not yet be widely spread among modellers. This may be due to 

human or monetary costs or licensing issues. Such mature methods encompass, for example, the LCZ 

classification (Stewart and Oke 2012, section 2.1) or the retrieval of planar and volumetric 

morphological parameters using remote sensing. Even deep-learning techniques have recently been 

used to retrieve sky-view factors for entire cities from photographs at street level.  

However, several scientific challenges arise, either related to model development or the production 

of the urban parameters. Four main challenges can be identified: 

1. One challenge is the ability to produce parameters at global scale, especially for climate 

modelling using urbanized earth system models. Such climate models are expected to reach 

kilometric resolution in the near future.  

2. Another challenge is to extend the processes (e.g., the building energy budget, more 

detailed representation of the urban radiative exchanges) modelled by UCMs and ORMs, in 

order to be able to provide finer information and integrated urban services. Albeit, these 

new processes will require new parameters that are difficult to acquire, such as socio-

economic ones.  

3. Many other research or operational communities gather and use urban data, such as 

Building Information Modelling. To incorporate such data, the atmospheric modelling 

community will need to use data standards from other scientific fields. However, this raises 

the issue of being able to use information not initially built by or for urban climatologists and 

modelers. The use of open databases, and more generally the development of open data 

policies at state and world levels, should be encouraged. 

4. Finally, exploration of new techniques such as crowdsourcing and deep-learning should be 

encouraged for the production of any type of urban parameter. Such methods should ideally 

be conceived in order to be transferable where data are lacking, eventually going as far as 

reconstructing plausible city information if necessary. This links directly with challenge 1. 

An interdisciplinary approach will be necessary to tackle these scientific challenges. 

7.6 From data of various origins to Urban Climate Services 

The trade-off between spatial and thematic resolution is complemented by the trade-off between 

regular and irregular geometry when representing the urban area. In particular, some types of 

socioeconomic information are not well-represented in a pixel-based format, but require irregular 

polygons for representation, e.g., postcode polygons. Such information could be rasterized and 

harmonized with other pixel-based information, but this nevertheless creates an artificially high 

resolution and misrepresents values along the boundaries between polygons. 

Studies within the FP7 project ToPDAd and the H2020 project EU-MACS have shown that, in the 

context of climate services and of climate adaptation at regional scales (in this context, metropolitan 



regions), in which accurate representation of socioeconomic information is crucial, the uncertainty 

introduced by harmonizing climate and socioeconomic data was problematic. First, climate data may 

be less sensitive to post-processing alteration compared to socioeconomic data; secondly, the 

chosen geographic unit of analysis is a defining factor in the amount of error introduced (Larosa and 

Perrels, 2018). This study has highlighted the need for a better conceptualization of the geographic 

unit of analysis. While the size of grid cells or administrative units is one issue, the main problem is 

the sensible representation of clusters of human activities in space: a neatly organized gridded 

representation of the world may be inappropriate altogether, raising the discussion of zonal versus 

grid-based models and the possibility of urban models that operate at variable spatial resolution and 

data geometry. The European project URCLIM currently studies the propagation of uncertainties 

from urban parameters and regional climate models projections at continental scale in the 

construction of urban climate services at city and infra-city scales. 

8 Conclusions 

Many different data sets and processing techniques are needed to create a full data set with all of 

the main parameters required for urban climate modelling. This is time consuming and complex. The 

parameters needed for UCMs and ORMs have been classified into 5 main categories: land use/land 

cover classes, morphological information, architectural information, socio-economic parameters 

(such as the building use or demographic density), and a description of the urban vegetation.  

 

The simplest way to initialize these parameters follows the concept of using only land use and land 

cover classes as primary data (such as LCZs). This is widely used, and still promising for most 

applications of mesoscale UCMs, reducing the number of data sets by using (approximate) 

parameter values from look-up tables for the parameters of the other categories (e.g., for mean 

building height and density, albedo of the different surfaces and facets, etc.). Joint efforts by the 

urban climate community will help to improve these tables. This land-cover based approach may be 

sufficient for numerical weather prediction models, which have a current resolution of 1 km or 

larger.  

 

However, for providing urban climate services, where stakeholders demand both fine-scale 

information and applications for specific cities, a more precise description of the city is required for 

urban climate modelling at mesoscale (100 m) and microscale (1 m) resolutions. Although remote 

sensing has the advantage of being applicable anywhere, particularly when satellite images are used, 

it has limitations in providing such high-resolution data sets. Methods that combine 2.5D or 3D 

buildings and infrastructure cadasters to build the parameters for the model are, however, 

promising. Unfortunately, such data are not yet available everywhere since many high-resolution 

data sets are required.  

 

This advocates for removing obstacles to the reuse of available data about public spaces, especially 

data provided with a well-documented quality by legally mandated organizations, by encouraging 

user communities to contribute information relevant to climate change studies such as the OSM 

crowdsourcing community. Such data should also be as homogeneous in their content and quality as 

possible. This would greatly ease the production of generic urban data for future regional and even 

global very-high resolution urbanized climate models as well as tailored urban climate services. 

 



Appendix 1: Overview of several global land cover data sets with an urban 

description 

Table A1 provides a list of recently produced data sets that have a focus on land cover classification 

of urban areas. Contrary to most of the land use/land cover maps that are used in atmospheric 

modelling, these have, in general, several urban classes, in order to better describe the urban 

structure. An exception to this is GUF, with only 1 urban class.  A further description of these data 

sets is provided below. 

Table A1: overview of several global and continental datasets with urban description 

 number of urban 

classes 

spatial extension spatial resolution 

Global Human 

Settlement Layer 

9 Global 100m 

Global Urban 

Footprint 

1 Global 12m (public 75m) 

Ecoclimap-SG 10 (LCZ) Global 300m 

Jackson et al. (2010) 4 Global 1km 

WUDAPT 10 (LCZ) 100s of cities 

around the world, 

China, Europe 

100m, maps not yet 

available from a 

central repository 

CORINE 9 Europe 25 ha 

Urban Atlas 17 700 large cities in 

Europe  

urban block 

 

● The Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) LABEL product (38 m resolution; Pesaresi et al., 

2013, 2016) is mainly based on Landsat 8 and uses the Normalized Difference Vegetation 

Index (NDVI) combined with the SRTM and ASTER-GDEM digital surface models to 

distinguish roads, built-up areas with different densities (very light/light/medium/strong), 

and for the strongly built-up areas, the building height (low rise/medium rise/high rise/very 

high rise). 

● The Global Urban Footprint (GUF®) shows the world’s human settlement patterns in urban 

and rural environments at a so far unprecedented spatial resolution of about 12 m (Esch et 

al., 2017). The GUF® data set reflects the distribution of vertical built-up structures that 

were derived from radar imagery (SAR) from the German satellites TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-

X. Most of the data were collected in 2012 (93% of images recorded in 2011-2012, 7% in 

2013-2014). The German Aerospace Center (DLR) is currently adapting the GUF 

methodology to the use of fully open and free satellite data provided by the European 

Sentinel-1 (SAR) and Sentinel-2 (multispectral) satellites as well as the US Landsat 

(multispectral) missions. This activity will lead to the provision of a new suite of global layers 

under the label World Settlement Footprint (WSF), starting in 2018, with a release of the 

WSF 2015 (equivalent to the binary GUF, based on a joint analysis of multi-temporal Sentinel 



1 and Landsat 8 data for the year 2015) and followed by a WSF Evolution product in 2019 

(Esch et al., 2018b). The WSF Evolution provides detailed information about the 

spatiotemporal development from 1985-2015 for each human settlement identified in the 

WSF 2015. The corresponding analysis is based on processing of multi-temporal mass data 

collections of the Landsat archive using Google Earth Engine. 

● Masson et al. (2003) and Faroux et al. (2013) built a 1 km resolution global database suitable 

for vegetation and urban surface models for atmospheric modelling, with the associated 

database. The urban description is based on CORINE Land Cover over Europe (Bossard et al., 

2000). An updated version, Ecoclimap-SG, has been built globally at a 300 m resolution from 

the ESA-CCI for natural covers and the Global Human Settlement Layer (see above) for urban 

areas. In Ecoclimap-SG, the GHSL classes have been translated into the 10 LCZ urban classes 

globally. 

● For Europe, the satellite-based CORINE Land Cover (100 m resolution; Bossard et al., 2000) is 

constructed in a bottom-up approach by national teams coordinated by the European 

Environment Agency (EEA). It includes 9 land cover types related to the morphology and use 

of urban areas (e.g. ''Continuous urban fabric'', ''Industrial or commercial units'', ''airports'') 

and is available as yearly snapshots for 1990, 2000, 2006 and 2012. 

● The Urban Atlas, compiled by the EEA (https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-

maps/data/copernicus-land-monitoring-service-urban-atlas), includes information on 17 

urban  land cover types for ~700 urban areas (version 2012) in the EU28 and EFTA 

countries. Cities larger than 100 000 inhabitants and their surroundings (more than 50 000 

inhabitants) are covered. It has been constructed by combining image classification and 

visual interpretation of very high-resolution satellite imagery (SPOT5/6, Formosat), city maps 

and online map services. The land cover classes describe the density of the urban fabric and 

its use (e.g. “roads”, “airports”). In addition, the Urban Atlas provides data on building 

height and street trees for a sub-sample of cities. 

● Jackson et al. (2010) define 33 regions in the world with different climates, socio-economic 

characteristics and architectural practices for four classes of urbanization, which are 

characterized by their morphology (low/medium/high density and tall building district), 

thermal and radiative properties. 

● The World Urban Database and Access Portal Tools (WUDAPT; Ching et al., 2018) aims to 

construct a global database on urban form and function. Landsat satellite data and local 

expertise are used to create spatial maps of Local Climate Zones (LCZ; Stewart and Oke, 

2012). The LCZs are strongly linked to urban morphology but to a lesser degree to 

construction materials, building use and energy consumption. In the follow-up to WUDAPT, 

there are plans to enrich the data set using crowdsourcing techniques and advanced high-

resolution satellite data.  
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